THE UCSB MULTICULTURAL CENTER PRESENTS

CONSTELACION DE SONIDOS, SONGS AND STORIES
OF LOVE, MIGRATION, DISPLACEMENT AND RESISTANCE

Los Cambalache

Cambalache, meaning exchange, is a chicana/jarocho ensemble based in LA. We will be playing traditional son/jarocho music, while bringing our Chicana experiences and soundscape through verse and dance. In the spirit of the fandango, a traditional celebration of music and dance, Cambalache engages its audience through participatory performances. Cambalache is active in the dialogue between Chicanos in the U.S. and Jarochos in Veracruz, thus strengthening decades of social and cultural exchange of the Chicano-Jarocho network. $5 for UCSB students and youth under 12; $15 for general admission. https://goo.gl/c2pM1b

FRI, FEB 9TH, 7:30 PM
MUSIC PERFORMANCE/MCC THEATER

For more information or assistance in accommodating people of varying abilities contact the MultiCultural Center at 805.893.8411
FOR THE FULL WINTER 2018 CALENDAR, VISIT MCC.SA.UCSB.EDU

UCSBMCC